
Ethnicraft introduces Mellow, the
ultimate modular sofa
Further complementing Ethnicraft's upholstery range, the Mellow
sofa originates from our search for ultimate comfort, a piece that
would be the central anchor in a space. Its endless variations and
effortless style make it the perfect companion for any situation,
whatever the context.

Discover why Mellow is the ultimate modular sofa:

Extra comfortable, timeless design

5 modules for endless configurations

Neutral colourway to complement any interior

Recycled cotton with stain-resistant protection

European made



Clean design

The goal was simple: Create the most comfortable sofa, an essential item that would be the
backdrop of life for many years. The result is a clean and refined design with subtle seam
detailing and softly rounded edges. Effortless elegance, nothing extra. As a blank canvas, style it
with cushions and throws to add your personal touch.

Infinite modularity  

One, two, three or more, the smart modules can be endlessly configured and combined with clips
to arrange your own layout. Whether you prefer a more compact and cosy setting or are looking
for a large sofa for a crowd, the Mellow can accommodate any situation.

5 modules available to compose the sofa that suits your needs and space.



Exceptional comfort

From the height of the backrest to the depth of the seat, every detail has been reworked to
provide an incredible mellow feel. The high-density foam is placed in individual compartments to
maintain impeccable form over time and through heavy use, while additional crushed foam offers
the optimal support.
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Durably made 

The high-quality, neutral upholstery complements both the wider Ethnicraft collection and a broad
range of interiors. The textile made in Italy contains recycled cotton and is protected against
smaller life accidents thanks to its stain- and water-repellent coating. The structure is fully
handmade in Europe, combining innovation and craftsmanship.

 

 

Authenticity, simplicity and impeccable craftsmanship in creating sustainable furniture are what we believe in.
In essence, we believe in good design. Ethnicraft has been an established name in the market for more than
twenty five years. Craftsmanship and enduring design are at the core of our brand, and behind the simplicity
in our pieces lies a constant drive for innovation. Incorporating advanced techniques, tools and wood-
processing methods to our process of creation, each new design is revised and reworked to the last detail;
every curve, texture and line a reflection of our design values.
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